8 Dec. 1903

Dear Sir Percy Huting

I should like to write something on India for you, but I can't do it for January. I'm rather busy in a general way, and have promised an Indian article for the January

Church Quarterly
I will write again in a day or two, and hope then to make a definite suggestion as to time and subject. We shall have the good plan shortly, and as the Legis. Councils wear my special business I might have something to say of them.

Your very truly

T. Raleigh

I ceased to be Stow when I left India!

Sir Percy Harvington.
Dear Sir,

I am often a tempting subject. But it would take me a month, and I have not got a month.

There is a third view of this. I think the pathologists. I think his recent books are symptoms of senile decay. I will send Dr. Raleigh.
Dear Sir,

I am very busy. I have no time to write you outside or learn Meredith.

Very truly,

[Signature]
XL 1881

Letter from Guido

In reply to O's Knowledge of Italian Life

Mary Calvert

Louise de la Rancé

Oct. 1881
Dear Sir,

I have long since

proof a deed it back

toast the extent

reasures heartful

I have stretched

acc. The paragraph

as to Stiolito because
I know I want to write one quiet, harp melody to fully meet a day's need. Please return me the material. I am busy... please not to trouble me any further. I, the Mr. W. Rose, have been sent to Canton (to see...).
The article. Please send me two copies.

If the Member countersigned it,

Faithfully J.

Oliva
Dear Sir,
No doubt he has erased a single line.
Yours,

Yaffari desiderately
then - the English
Correspondent in Rome
Conveniently distant
Squeezes as exaggerated
ale - Italian Alebals
and went to see the police & pretences
of Crespi. There the
Strikees Walker by
speech & letters, there
in Ten. The Departure
of Heersman the
"Venis" has been
represented in Rome
by poor a purchase
men. The Eternal
of the English Rice
to cement any treach
as to Italian affairs
places Malistes in
it altogether ignoble,
& the English support
of an unprincipled
& dishonest foreign
Minister is so discreditable
that it deserved 

posure, a disgrace.
The article is entirely 

found to be fact. so I shall be obliged 

to return me 

the entire letter so I sent it last Sunday. 

Faithfully, 

Alida
Veni, 
veni, jambo, 
so you see, as they 
so some me a 
proisy of "De 
unitarship" 
so-learn me
article

Journées avec
compliments.

Ouida

April 18
19 April

Dear Sir,

The "Pere Citoyen" et Mme Theman Ferrero's,

at least twice I

if you both are my

articles in "Fortnightly"

of 194.

I am unable

of course y

recent and personaliti

recall et Père Rémi Tho
personal interest to be a republican to assure it is sufficient to be an honest man The English Peer said he had the backs of 1,000,000 electors who calls on him before the House of Lords He says to him it is not necessary
learn any teach
about him
I fear thee, send me the article with the line to the line.
Jean objet marked
in pencil. I will consider of objection
a mere-

[Signature: J.C. Ouida]
May 19,

Sir,

So much of the article must be added to my view of the interest bearing charges to the presence Session here, the
I think I saw her shell
down to Ha and Casal

No. 45, Chandlers
Heavenly, etc.

Macy

Columbia
If I knew his hate
Jean, I will return
Jean Arrière a célébrer
keep beginning pelz

With Compe J

12 June

Nellie
If you learned correct that it would be well, for it is natural to see something on the moment. See also.
Dear Sir,

I have to believe that if absent from England alluded to publication of the impending attack on me pertaining to be terrib
by an Italian.

Yours, do not choose to continue the deplorable. Be it so.

Bec. en accord with the letter of literary etiquette of equity and merit.

With compliments,

Guido.
If "Sincerely Riccio"

I am sure that you

write in English

Pseudonym
P.S.

You considered my accusations against the English Press exaggerated: there

the intolerable year of the "Times" dialect described

the enthusiasm

with Wheeler Creese
were received at the unveiling of the statue of Caesar. Whilst as all Rome knows, Caesar was not even present, to the deep regret of everyone.

Sept. 28. Beida
The Crispin Geitlerships

Sra — an article appearing in a gay and Italian accuses me of having made false or exaggeated statements in a judgement passed by me on their present Italian premier. I beg to state merely that since they every fact cited by me in your leading number is in present and indisputable, and while the breach can easily be as concealed by any unbiased person pass after the movements elsewhere of that nation these are some indestructible. I can assure those who have been at all presses to as certain and made public breath which Italian Ministers for to and the majority of the English Press, have the Italian in disavowal to conceal.}
4/4/08 -

19, Chester Terrace,
Regent's Park N.W.

Dear Mr. Bunting,

Mr. Alexander Philip has written the enclosed pamphlet on a simplified calendar. His suggestion appears to me & to many others very useful but of course it will have very conservative opposition to overcome. I wonder if you could give him a space in
You review for an article which I am sure will be interesting to your readers. I met Mr. Philip, he is no enthusiastic dreamer but a practical Scotch lawyer.

Yours very truly,

William Ramsay.
13, Chester Terrace,  
Regent's Park N.W.

16th July 1908.

Dear Sir Percy,

First of all, let me congratulate you on your well-deserved honour. I have been asked to publish a number of my essays in book form; one, "The Bœqueuld Rap," appeared in the "Contemporary" for 1903. I think:

May I have permission to reprint it?

Yours very truly,

W. Ramsey.
IN ONSFREN TERRITORI.

M. H. R. K. F. I.
My dear Sir,

I haven't forgotten your kind offer that I should contribute an article. But besides my ordinary every-day work, I have had a succession of necessary literary articles to write, a manuscript to revise. All I can say is that I hope, some time, to send you an article. At present, it must stand over; many things must come first.

With kind regards,

John Forrof

H. Ramsay.
To Chester Tarragon

M.H.P. M.M.
41 Braid Avenue,
Edinburgh.

14.6.12

Dear Miss Bunting,

I submit a M.S. by my daughter (who has been studying the subject in Paris as a Research subject) on "The Spirit of the Medieval Philosophy". The Scholastic Philosophy is just beginning to be studied again after long neglect and contempt. One of the two books which she quotes — absolutely indispensable work in three volumes — does not exist either in the Bollandian or the Cambridge University Library.
but Glasgow Univ. The homensia copy, the only one known to me in England or Scotland, got by E. Caird, who looked ahead in philosophy: perhaps the most Mrs. Fish has a copy. Still you must go to Paris or to Germany to study the subject. My daughter went into it as part of a study of Donne's poetry. prose, of which, she is engaged.

Yours faithfully,

W. M. Ramsay
41 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh.

19.4.12

Dear Sir,

In accordance with your invitation I send MS of article on the sanctuary at Pisidian Antioch, in which we hope to make excavations that may present some interest in the future. At present it is useful to give the problems, the general situation and the direction of research.

Next year there may be an article to write on the early results. The MS. is to be a lecture in Oxford or the beginning of term.

Yrs faithfully,

Rev. Scott Sibbald

W.M. Ramsay
41 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh.

1, 12, 12

Dear Sir,

On Jan 23 I have to give an inaugural lecture in Oxford, opening a new branch of study by a special appointment. I wrote to ask if you will be likely to publish the lecture. I did not write it unless I have a conditional promise — there can’t, course, be no absolute promise, as I may after all fail to do what I am appointed to do.
make this new branch good your predecessor several times — e.g. the Rede Lecture in Cambridge, or the Final Public Lecture at the Berlin Congress — regarded the enterprise favourably, I on this I wrote out the lecture for you.

I remain faithfully

W.M. Ramzy

The Editor
Contemporary Review
41 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh.

Dear Miss Buntip,

I wrote an article on the Mysteries, and St Paul: practically on LeRoy’s doctrine, “the mystery of Paul’s conversion is his conversion to the Mysteries.”

I had some recent discoveries bearing on the ritual. But Dr Hast-ump wants the article. I shd. have to modify it to suit the Expository Times. On the other hand it is too long.
for the Contemporary, as it was to 12 pages. I can not cut it down any further, though I have tried to do so.

If the Editors can make it at 12 pp., perhaps they would make up their mind at once; if not, send it back kindly.

Yrs Faithfully

WM Ramsay

P.S. Of course I don't mean publish it at once, but reserve. I leave England on 9 May for six months.
Crosthwaite Vicarage,
Keswick.

Feb 6, 1867

Dear Sir,

we saw a glance at the
fear of being no
use or concern to you
do we the great
honour of returning it
I have taken some trouble
in enquiring of the many
people who knew,
the man. I have been
able to give you the
place he is well. 

R
Colin scoffed at in turn.

F. H. Ranceley
Crosthwaite Vicarage, Keswick.

July 24

Dear Mr. Dunlop,

Give a glance at your latest letter, or any part of it, and see if your contemporaries and those who care for the welfare of the cause, and the crown of our Lord's work, have been heard from. I may never see heaven and I may never see Jesus. If not now, I shall not see him.
have it back at your early convenience.

_your_

H. D. Ramsey
Crosthwaite Vicarage, Keswick.

Feb 28. 1912

Dear Sir,

I have looked carefully through her articles on Dickens in Cumberland. I find I can reduce it all into one little of being out of full pages. I send you a Shilling note if it is to be sent the amount by this letter.
The Lake District, which has been visited at least by readers, but it contains two little; one in towers and letters—written by soldiers to American Kilder—of which it is a sort of second division of the narrower letters about which the letter which.
Crosthwaite Vicarage,
Keswick.

July 7, 1912

Dearest Su,

I’m quite keen to write a little article by the stream in Beetham—since I read it—

...um I have been in Venice

and have had the opportunity

of walking about Venice in a way —in many people have

not always seen the chance of

And hearing them sing

the town the little town
of that wall - there was a
inhabitant who knew it well.
I said it to the King.

You might care to ask
will you kindly allow
know at the Royal Society
Club at James's. Presently
if you receive his
safety. I shall be
him on his return. 3 ½ yr
alendars to him, above.
Norwich, Norwich
9 Dec 04

Dear Sir,

If I were to give you my honest
conscience, after the recent calamity,
and make of the situation for the next
few years, I believe my chance of being
attained from any country at the next
General Election will be extremely remote.
You must therefore excuse me from
assuming it.

Yours faithfully,

Caredwell Read

Peace, [illegible], 1849
Beechdale to Mg
Peters Road
Peters 4, May 31

Dear Mr. Peters,

I have not been forgetting
My letter, though I have been
so much occupied with work
and various kinds that I have
not yet completed the new
One of my reasons for only sending
by that letter, besides not to
and an account of interesting
materials of the town I visit.
had to alter my plan. Then he had almost to leave. He would not be able to come.

I remember the thing. I don't remember clearly. I think it will still remain to be a 20-page. I was at some length on the title. I have given it a little effort. The effect of eight hours of Pro. Decline in a ten-cent bond is not likely. I think I will start out a letter on the subject. If you think this comes too short please let me know that I will re-phrase it when I write it.

Yours very truly,
John Doe.
It can only be agreed in the same or any other way by all together.
Putney 27 Jan 1890

Dear Mr. Bunting,

Melcomb & Co. are willing to write the article for a science a hope, whether or not we have to send to them a term is asking his. All he stipulates for is that a month's notice. Must-be is the same day this week or will be
We look upon ourselves
this.

Jean Reno
Jocunda Lodge
Walter Road
Ooty 12 12 1848

Dear Mr. Bunting,

I am to let you know I have been six weeks in a boat on a

kind voyage to Ooty. But it

present I can not write to

write anything regarding our

aired anything at all. There

been no letter whatever since

sent to the writer, though I

can now walk about

without a stick, or a cane.
better, have been wonderful. There were some hours I wished had been different.

Your very best,

John Rex
December 21st
Waverley Road
Putney 14 Jan

Dear Mr. Bunting,

I am very glad you have sent me the volumes I have. I keep the natural dictionary as I don't intend to complete them. I would have sent them when the book of the first, but I have them in hand. I hope to send them as soon as possible.
in a piece of work which re-
sumed very frequent
biographical references. I found
the others handy. But I think
I shall be one with that in
about two weeks, if I cut time
bit, or if my mind, I
would like time to return to
only the two.

Shall come to see you soon
or shall also (and) more and
soon after too. I think
it some months as because
found I was getting converted
to socialism in the midst of
it, and in it a sort
of socialism—and thought
it better to let it lie for
some time meanwhile take up
something else, to see whether
I should be, if the same mind
when I returned bit.

From my very S
Oscar Ray
Dear Mr. Bunting,

Karen, thanks for your letter and the book which has been forwarded to me from Secker.

I hope you are the Socialists I met recently. I noticed it out when I came up here, but I didn't get finished it. I had not written a letter on the subject.
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77 Disraeli Road
Putney 20 Oct/87

Dear Mr. Bunting,

It can be easily
enough show that in most
trends, while prices remain
somewhere 10 to 12 per cent too
the sewer increases 2 to 3%,
ways amount to 40 to 60
per cent. A survey of the
figures shows it could be
put without much difficulty.
from the balance sheet of a joint stock company that held no property, but I
was tempted by the thought that it would be interesting to delve into its
business and see if it could be improved. I suggest we consider some
of the issues raised in the report and how they might be
addressed.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

P.S. I was thinking of a specific case in point which
might
...